
After twenty years, almost fifty books, five publishers, four 
genres, two agents (and a partridge in a pear tree), Nancy 
Gideon has steered around a lot of career potholes and broken 
an axel or two. She'll be sharing her road warrior stories at the 
March meeting, speaking on "The Tortoise or the Hare Approach 
to Your Career: Confessions of a Turtle." Topics will include 
career mapquest, keeping it between the lines, and handling 
unexpected detours. 

A Romantic Times Career Achievement in Historical 
Adventure and HOLT Medallion winner, Nancy's writing career is 
as versatile as the romance market. Her books range from 
historicals and regencies to contemporaries, horror and the 
paranormal. She's a former MMRWA vice president and 
newsletter editor and works full time as a legal assistant.  Her 
latest book, Warrior For One Night, is an April release from 
Silhouette Romantic Suspense. She'll have copies available to 
sign at the meeting. 

Meeting directions are on page 4. MMMMMMMMMMMM 
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Even though the roads were precarious, our February 
meeting was well attended. We welcomed brand-new members 
and some returning former members. Our speaker, Lt. Mark 
Ostapowicz, was a goldmine of information and we hated to let 
him go. 

All was right with the world. 
Then, I stepped forward to open our business meeting. The 

butterflies in my stomach were wearing brass knuckles. I was 
sure I had a dryer sheet and a red sock clinging to the back of 
my jacket. I was way out of my comfort zone. 

Why put ourselves in the cold, cruel world outside of our 
comfort zone? 

Like when we send those carefully nurtured chapters away to 
a contest. It’s like taking our first child to kindergarten. Our 
hands tremble as we dump the little bundle into the post office 
bin. We all know the teacher will not understand the shy and 
sensitive offspring we have so lovingly brought to life. And 
worst of all, we know in our heart, junior will never be the 
same. But if we are to compete as authors, we must let junior 
grow up. 

Likewise, no matter how many times we revise and rewrite 
that beloved novel we know so well, there comes a time when 
we must say adieu to that comfortable creation and move on to 
foreign territory. We will encounter scoundrels and sexy hunks, 
savvy women and plenty of trouble. It’s all new and scary, but 
we must step out of our comfort zone and breathe life into that 
new story if we are to be more than a one-book wonder. 

Ever venture outside your genre -- frolic in the realm of 
romantica, create and solve an unfathomable mystery, bow to 
telling a story of faith? Maybe you’ll find your hidden gift. Even 
if we discover the other genres are not for us, we have learned 
something in the process. We have a clearer vision of who we 
are and what we’re about. 

As I went through the topics on the meeting agenda, I 
slipped up a bit here and there, but the business was handled. I 
forgot about the red sock and the dryer sheet. And I have a 
vision of what I can do to make the process work better. 

What’s outside your comfort zone? Step on out. It’s full of 
surprises. MMMMMMMMMMMM 
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Our special guest was Lt. Mark Ostapowicz, Watch Commander of the Grand 
Rapids Police Department.  Lt. Ostapowicz gave us a brief snapshot of his 
background. A lifelong Grand Rapids resident, Mark graduated from West 
Catholic High School in 1988 and Wabash College in 1992. He didn’t start out 
wanting to be a police officer—one ride-along in a patrol car and he was hooked. 
He began his career with the Grand Rapids Police Department in August 1992. 
From 1992 to 1999, Mark worked vice, patrol, and SRT (the Special Response 
Team, otherwise known as SWAT). He was promoted to sergeant in 1999, 
assigned to the west side. In 2005, he was transferred to the Training Unit as the 
training sergeant. In November 2006, he was promoted to lieutenant and is now 
Watch Commander. He holds several instructor certificates in Use of Force 
Disciplines, and in addition to his duties at the police department, he teaches at 
Grand Valley State University's Police Academy. 

He said he was aware that some of us write books that also contain mysteries. 
Instead of giving a prepared talk, he preferred that we ask him questions so he 
could give us the information we need for whatever we are writing.  Pepper him 
with questions we did. Questions about: 

What police officers call each other—at the station, they call each other by 
nicknames or first names, even higher-ranking officers, but the Chief is always 
the Chief. A glass-enclosed office is called “the fishbowl.”  Out in the field in 
front of civilians, they address each other as “officer” or by rank.  

Guns—a convicted felon cannot buy, own or use a gun. Lt. Ostapowicz carries 
a SIG-Sauer P229 on duty. Off duty, he carries a Keltec P-32 semi-automatic. 
When undercover, he carried an ASP, which is small enough to fit in a pocket. 

What he wears and carries when in uniform—Officers wear a bulletproof vest 
under the uniform. The vest will protect against everything but a rifle. His 
badge. The leather equipment belt [It creaks when he moves, according to Dawn 
Bartley, seated nearby.] holds the following: a holster with loaded gun; in 
addition to the ammunition in his gun, he carries 37 bullets on the belt plus two 
magazines containing 12 bullets each, two handcuffs, an expandable metal 
baton, pepper spray, and a radio. The radio is a walkie-talkie programmed by 
channel for specific areas. Different units have different channels. Vice and 
SWAT have the ability to scramble their channels. They plan to add tazers (stun 
guns) to the equipment belt. When a perpetrator is tazered, the police call it 
“riding the lightening.” 

What it was like to be undercover—No uniform, obviously, and we wouldn’t 
have recognized him in the shabby clothes he wore.  He had long hair, a beard, 
and wore dark glasses. He lived in a house with other undercover cops for six 
months. That was where they set up and met with drug dealers for drug buys, 
taped everything, didn’t wear traditional wires—a pen, pager or cell phone can 
be a recording device now. Grand Rapids does not do wiretapping in house; the 
FBI and Michigan State Police do it.  After leaving undercover ops, he sometimes 
encountered people he arrested and they didn’t recognize him the way he looks 
now. He always walks a few steps behind when out with his family in case 
someone he arrested recognizes him. In previous years, a criminal who 
approached an off-duty cop would get a “beat down.” 

February Program Recap 
 
By Lana Miersen 
 

—CHAPTER CHATTER— 
 

The Chapter publishes its 
business meeting minutes, 
treasurer’s reports, and other 
legal documents online in the 
files section of the members-
only MMRWABUSINESS 
list.  See Policy, page 15. 

V.P. Lisa Childs-Theeuwes and Lt. 
Mark Ostapowicz, GRPD 
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SWAT experience—would handle security for visiting 
dignitaries. The police are trained by the Secret Service 
to handle dignitary protection. Handled security for 
President Gerald Ford’s funeral in Grand Rapids; had 
more than one hearse for security in case the hearse 
carrying President Ford broke down. 

Criminal element—there will always be gangs or 
groups of hoodlums who hang out together. Criminals 
today are more brazen than they were when his father 
was a police officer. [His father is the former GR police 
chief.] He was asked about and discussed the case of an 
arrested suspect who escaped and stole the arresting 
officer’s patrol car. 

Patrol cars—Some have laptop computers in the 
vehicle. The officers can chase criminals across 
jurisdictions. They have teams between jurisdictions who 
work together. 

Working with other law enforcement agencies—Grand 
Rapids P.D. has two liaison officers who work with ATF 
(Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms) regarding 
guns. It also has a liaison officer who works with the Drug 
Enforcement Agency (DEA). They do not have an 
adversarial relationship with these agencies or with the 
FBI. The FBI does not do traditional police work; they’re 
not in competition with each other. However, there is an 
adversarial relationship between the police and lawyers. 

Networking between agencies—The Law Enforcement 
Information Network (LEIN). National Instant Criminal 
Background Check System (NICS); information needed for 
background check: name, Social Security number, date of 
birth. Automated Fingerprint Identification Systems (AFIS) 
contains fingerprints of criminals, police officers, gun 
licenses, teachers, perhaps military personnel. 

Crime lab—The Grand Rapids Police Department does 
not have its own crime lab. GRPD sends most evidence to 
the State Police crime lab. Depending on how backed up 
the lab’s workload is, bullet matching takes at least one 
month. DNA results take about six weeks.  

TV cop shows—He never watches police dramas on TV. 
They’re not realistic; neither is CSI—real crime labs don’t 
get results and solve the case in an hour. The only police 
show he watches is the comedy Reno 911. 

Mysteries and True Crime books—His favorite author is 
W.E.B. Griffin. He likes his “Men in Blue” series. He gets 
it right. 

Citizens Police Academy—A ten-week course; includes 
a drive-along in a patrol car. Have to be a Grand Rapids 
resident, or work in Grand Rapids, in order to participate. 
Many jurisdictions have something similar. To learn more, 
and to obtain Lt. Ostapowicz’s contact information, go to 
www.grpolice.com and click on the Citizen Academy 
link. MMMMMMMMMMMM 

 

March Meeting 
Directions 

Brewster’s Junction 
5135 South Portage Road 
Kalamazoo, MI 49001 
(269) 344-0600 
 
From North: Merge onto US-131 South to I-

94.  Merge onto I-94 E via EXIT 34A 
toward DETROIT for 4.1 miles. Take the 
Portage Road Exit 78: Turn RIGHT at the 
stoplight at the end of the ramp. Go 1/4 
mile South moving immediately into the 
left turn lane and turn left at that next light, 
just past the entrance into Cole/Gilmore 
Auto Sales or just into it if Brewster’s lot 
connects to it.  It is on the left (east side)of 
Portage Road just across the street from the 
Shell station. 

From West: Merge onto I-94 E going toward 
Detroit. Take the Portage Road Exit 78: 
Turn RIGHT at the stoplight at the end of 
the ramp. Go 1/4 mile south moving 
immediately into the left turn lane and turn 
left at that next light, just past the entrance 
into Cole/Gilmore Auto Sales or just into it 
if Brewster’s lot connects to it.  It is on the 
left (east side)of Portage Road just across 
the street from the Shell station. 

From East: Merge onto I-94 W toward 
JACKSON.  Take the Portage Road Exit 
78.  Go to the left lane as you get to the 
ramp stoplight. It is one of those 
intersections where you go through the 
light in the left lane and then it gives you a 
U-TURN to come back and turn right, 
going south on Portage Road. Get into the 
left lane on Portage Road as you go under 
the I-94 viaduct and notice Cole/Gilmore’s 
Auto Sales on your left and turn left at the 
second light.  That should take you into the 
Cole/Gilmore lot, which connects to the 
old Bill Knapp’s parking, but Brewster’s 
may now have its own entrance from 
Portage Road just past the light. MMMMMMMMMMMM 
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Member News 
CHRIS ALLEN-RILEY: Book coming out from Ellora’s Cave in 

March and one out from Cerridien Press in August. And I’m 
rejoining this year. 

DAWN BARTLEY: I can see my desk!! Not getting much 
writing done. 

ROSANNE BITTNER: I've sold my World War II book to 
Harlequin's new Everlasting Love line! I feel like an aging 
actress who finally got a part in a new movie! Ha! Ha! This 
will be book #58 for me, but it's been a long time coming. 
It's been re-write after re-write for 2.5 years. What a 
project. The basic plot for the story has completely 
changed, so the title has been changed from The Letter to 
Now And Forever. Also, my Harlequin (Steeple Hill) 
inspirational, Where Heaven Begins, was reissued this 
month and is featured in the most recent Steeple Hill 
catalog. Tor Books is reissuing all three of my Mystic 
Indian books in September in mass market - due to 
requests from Levi's. I am so happy! Things are looking 
better! 

ANNETTE BRIGGS: Working toward getting my PRO stuff 
rounded up. 

DIANE BURTON: Wrote recap of November program; 
revisiting space adventure. 

SUE CHARNLEY: Invited to speak on Personal Writing 
Adventure Cruise. 

LISA CHILDS-THEEUWES: Writing novella that will be in the 
Harlequin Next Christmas anthology this year. Haunted 
and Learning to Hula were nominated for Reviewer’s 
Choice Awards by CATA Romance. 

LINDA COSSEL: Had shoulder surgery; missing writing a lot. 
LYNETTE CURTIS: Working on revisions. Entered various 

writing contests and waiting on results. Learned that my 
manuscript finaled in the ST category in the 2007 Laurie. 

WIL EMERSON: My short story 'Temporarily Detained' has 
been nominated for a Derringer Award. Also...Dear Hunter 
has been sent to market and a romantic/mystery is well 
on its way to finding a home.  A short but warm respite in 
Cancun, with daily doses of Miami Vices...ummmm 
yummy, kept my creative juices flowing.  See you in March 

NANCY GIDEON: New book (ugly cover) out in April. Waiting 
to hear on RS and Nocturne proposals. Going to PASIC in 
March. 

SARAH GRIMM: My first author interview is on Sloane Taylor's 
website http://www.sloanetaylor.com/blog/.  Every day 
during the week beginning Feb. 19th a new set of 
questions and answers will be posted. The print release 
for Not Without Risk is already available for pre-order on 
booksamillion. com! 

Reminders 

 If you haven’t done so 
already, be sure to send in 
your nomination letter for the 
2006 Angel Award ASAP! The 
committee meets this month 
to select the recipient. 
 

 Registration for the 2007 
Retreat From Harsh Reality 
closes on Friday, March 23, 
2007, and registration must be 
paid in full by that date. 
 

 June 30th is the deadline to 
enter the 2007 I Will Write a 
Book Challenge. MMMMMMMMMMMM 

In In In In MemoriamMemoriamMemoriamMemoriam    
Donna “Dickee” SixDonna “Dickee” SixDonna “Dickee” SixDonna “Dickee” Six    

April 28, 1928 April 28, 1928 April 28, 1928 April 28, 1928 –––– March 1, 2007 March 1, 2007 March 1, 2007 March 1, 2007    
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MICHELLE HICKERTY: Book coming out from Ellora’s Cave in June. 
Short story coming out in the April issue of True Confessions—
it’s fiction. Really. ☺ I’m rejoining today. 

KAREN HOLTHOF: Still writing and rewriting; I believe in time I 
will publish and I will never give up trying. I’m going to Greece 
in April to take a course in teaching English as a second 
language, and after the course I hope to be teaching in Greece 
by fall, 2007. I’m extremely excited and looking forward to 
this. 

LUCY KUBASH: Participated in the Romance Returns to Romeo 
Library event on February 10, was on panel with fellow 
Triskelion author, Cindy Spencer Pape.  It was a fun time, and a 
good way to spend a wintry afternoon.  My big news 
is, Chance's Return won a CAPA (Cupid and Psyche Award) 
from The Romance Studio on Valentine's Day!  Very 
exciting, especially for a first book, and since my e-book was up 
against some very notable print books. Chance’s Return also 
received a Blue Ribbon Rating 5 review from Romance Junkies. 

LAURIE KUNA: Plugging away at book #4 for ImaJinn. Will be going 
to PASIC in March. 

JULIE LEA: No news; more knitting than writing lately. 
LORALEE LILLIBRIDGE: Finishing ms for Special Edition. Going to 

PASIC conference in NYC in late March. 
GAIL GAYMER MARTIN: I received a call Sunday that my book With 

Christmas In His Heart is a Colorado RWA Award of Excellence 
finalist. That was a nice lift after I've been dealing with so 
much stress here. I'm nose to computer and praying I finish the 
two books by April 1. 

CATHY MCCLAIN: Writing when I can and learning the treasurer’s 
job. Just placed 3rd in the 2007 Emily Contest. Best news is 
that a full ms was requested as a result of the contest. 

LANA MIERSEN: Just got back from 3 weeks vacation in chilly 
northern Florida. Getting oriented as newsletter editor: created 
a new template for the Mirror; was finally added to the 
EditorLink group a month late. Working on additions to the 
website. Finished judging Golden Heart entries. Working on 
revisions to futuristic romance and contemporary ST. Organizing 
income tax info to take to CPA. 

DANA CORBIT NUSSIO: RT’s reviewer gave Flower Girl Bride a 4. 
A Hickory Ridge Christmas is a finalist in the Colorado 
Romance Writers Award of Excellence. I'm pretty excited. 

MARIS SOULE: Attended Left Coast Crime in Seattle the first 
weekend in February. Roomed with Leila Davis so we had time 
to catch up on news. Am now on a Five Star loop and have an 
ISBN number for my December release. 

DIANA STOUT: Finished and submitted writing grant application 
for Virginia Woolf’s A Room of Her Own Foundation. Rewriting 
Dictionary of Literacy Biography piece. Judged two screenplays 
for Hollywood Writing Contest. MMMMMMMMMMMM 

Members’ Upcoming 

Releases 

JACKIE BRAUN:  Their Very Special Gift, 
available in regular print, larger print and 
eBook format - March 2007, Harlequin 
Romance.  

SARAH GRIMM:  Not Without Risk- eBook 
March 2007, print August 2007; After 
Midnight - June 2007, Triskelion 
Publishing. 

GAIL GAYMER MARTIN: In His Dreams - 
Steeple Hill Love Inspired, August 2007; 
And Baby Makes Three - Barbour 
Heartsong Presents, October 2007; Writing 
The Christian Romance - Writers Digest - 
December 2007. 
Still available: Mackinac Island Anthology 
- from Barbour. 

CINDY SPENCER PAPE: Curses: 
witch/werewolf paranormal romance: 
available for download March 2007 
Triskelion Publishing,: 
www.triskelionpublishing.net. 

 Love at the Crazy H series: contemporary 
romance with paranormal elements: 
Book 1: The Cowboy’s Christmas Bride 
available now; Book 2: Crazy for the 
Cowboy, available for download March 
2007; Book 3: untitled, coming in 
fall/winter 2007, The Wild Rose Press,  
www.thewildrosepress.com.  
Dragon in the System: paranormal 
romance: available for download June 21, 
2007Cerridwen Press:  
www.cerridwenpress.com}  

PATTI SHENBERGER: “Be My Valentine” 
- short story up now at Wild Rose Press; A 
Miracle Through Time, historical time 
travel, Mar 2 eBook - May 11th print 
book, Wild Rose Press; Take No Prisoners, 
contemporary romance out in 2007, Wild 
Rose Press; “Where There's Smoke” and 
“House Calls” - upcoming short stories, 
Wild Rose Press. MMMMMMMMMMMM 

 

Member News, continued 
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Welcome to MMRWA! 

Introducing our new members— 

 

JEFFREY  REDMOND 
Jeff Redmond was born in Detroit and grew up in Grand 

Rapids, Michigan. He attended college at Davenport University, 
Michigan State University, UCLA, and Lund Universitet in 
Sweden, among others. He has bachelor’s degrees in History 
(with minors in Psychology and Education), Business 
Administration, and International Business, and a Masters 
Degree in History. He has worked in factories, school 
classrooms, riverboats, corporate buildings, airports, 
publication places, college academic centers, governmental 
bureaucracies, retail stores, hospitals, and home offices. His 
military service includes time in both the Army and Navy 
reserves. 

Jeff has also been a columnist and news reporter for various 
newspapers, and a freelance writer for magazines. He has also 
written several books of fiction and non-fiction. He is a 
member of the Authors Guild, Mystery Writers of America, 
National Fantasy Fan Federation, National Writers Association, 
National Writers Union, Romance Writers of America®, and 
Science Fiction Writers of America. He has been listed in 
Who’s Who in America for several years. 

He is a world traveler and has had many interactions with 
people from all kinds of places and backgrounds. These have 
included most continental U.S. states and Hawaii, India, 
Australia, North Africa, Scandinavia and Western Europe, 
Panama, Canada, and Mexico. Jeff speaks several languages 
and enjoys researching and writing about his numerous trips 
and experiences. 

His chief love is to help others to improve their lives, and 
to offer them all the encouragement he can. 

 

Welcome Back! 

Returning members— 

CHRIS ALLEN-RILEY 
MICHELLE HICKERTY 
PATTI SHENBERGER 
 

ROGER S. NELSON 
For the last 27 years, I've lived in Dansville, which is about 

20 miles southeast of Lansing.  I work for the State of 
Michigan, where I started out as an accountant, but due to 
layoffs, was displaced and am now an analyst, working on 
various odd jobs, from compiling regulatory manuals to GPS 
and mapping, working with databases and computers, and 
even doing some data entry.  I expect to retire in about 
three years when I'm 62. 
   I've had many hobbies over the years from raising parakeets 
to singing Barbershop music.  Two of my biggest hobbies are 
bicycling and writing.  In 1994, I qualified to ride the Race 
Across America, but finally declined on that.  I've gone on 
several trips around the State on my bicycle, carrying my 
own gear on the bike and camping in the woods alone at 
night.  I've done various tours around the country and usually 

Roger S. Nelson 
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March Birthdays 

7777  Jackie Braun Fridline 
 
22222222  Pam Trombley 
 
 

ride from Lansing to the Mackinac Bridge over Labor Day 
weekend. 
   I've incorporated my many interests into my writing.  I've 
written two books, started a third, and have thoughts about a 
fourth.  At first, I was going to write a fantasy/sci-fi novel, but 
when I read John Grey's book Men are from Mars, Women are 
from Venus, I became more interested in relationships, which to 
me are far more fascinating.  All my stories are romances and 
center around adventures I've actually had myself.  My first 
book, The Silver Shoe, is about a two-week bicycle trip from 
Lansing up into the Upper Peninsula and back.  My second book, 
The Purple Boot, is about a horseback riding trip across the 
State from Oscoda, on Lake Huron, to Empire on Lake Michigan.  
My third book, still unnamed, will be about a weeklong canoe 
trip down the Au Sable from Grayling to Oscoda.  My fourth 
book, at this time only a thought, will be about a series of 5K 
running races throughout the summer.  Playmakers, a running 
store in Lansing, sponsors a series of twelve races and I plan on 
doing as many of them as I can this year and using that as a 
background for another adventure/romance. 
   I'm not published yet; in fact, I haven't even tried submitting 
yet.  I'm at a total loss as to how to go about it and to what 
company.  Also, I'd like to be in a small group of writers/readers 
where we could get together once a week, or at least once a 
month, and comment on each others writing, like C. S. Lewis and 
J. R. R. Tolkien did.  I joined MMRWA with these two goals in 
mind. 

I'm married for over 35 years now and have three kids, all 
grown, and two grandchildren. 
   If you'd like to know more about me, please visit my web 
page: www.bikwritr.net/. MMMMMMMMMMMM 

 

CINDY SPENCER PAPE 
Cindy has been, among other things, a banker, a teacher, 

and an elected politician, though she swears she got better.  
She has an MS in zoology, and currently works in 
environmental education, when she can fit it in around 
writing. 

She lives in Howell, Michigan with her husband, two 
teenage sons, a dog, a lizard, and various other small 
creatures, all of which are easier to clean up after than the 
three male humans. 

To learn more about Cindy, visit her website:   
www.cindyspencerpape.com. MMMMMMMMMMMM Cindy Spencer Pape 
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—THE WRITING LIFE— 

Blarney Castle--More Than Just A Stone 
By Mo Boylan 

 It was a cold autumn day in 1981 when I got my first look at my 
ancestral home.  As I stepped off the sightseeing bus and walked up the 
path, it came into view.  And I knew I was home as I felt my ancestor's 
touch. 

One of Ireland's oldest and most historic castles, Blarney Castle is the 
ancient stronghold of the McCarthys, Lords of Muskerry, and one of the 
strongest fortresses in Munster.  It is famous for its stone, The Stone of 
Eloquence, which is traditionally believed to have the power to bestow 
on those who kiss it the gift of eloquence.  

Built in 1446 by Dermot McCarthy, King of Munster, the castle seen 
today is actually the third Blarney Castle, the first being built in the 
tenth century as a wooden structure. It was once occupied by Cormac 
McCarthy, King of Munster, who is said to have supplied four thousand 
men to supplement the forces of Robert the Bruce at the Battle of 
Bannockburn in 1314. Legend has it that as a sign of his gratitude, 
Robert Bruce, later King of Scotland, gave half of the Stone of Scone to 
McCarthy. This stone, now known as the Blarney Stone, was 
incorporated into the battlements.  

When Queen Elizabeth I ordered the Earl of Leicester to take 
possession of the castle, he tried to negotiate the matter with 
McCarthy.  However, whenever Leicester met to negotiate, McCarthy 
would suggest a banquet or some other form of delay. Thus when being 
given progress reports and being told the castle remained untaken, the 
queen was so irritated she is said to say that the earl's reports were all 
"blarney."  

Cromwell's forces eventually won Blarney Castle when they 
succeeded in breaking down the tower walls only to find two old 
retainers and an empty castle. The main garrison had fled by 
underground caves situated below the battlements that held three 
passages, one to Cork, one to the lake, and one supposedly to Kerry. 
Thus ended the rule of the McCarthy's at Blarney Castle and the Druid 
sacrifices celebrated in its gardens. But that's a story for another day… 
MMMMMMMMMMMM         

Mo Boylan, accountant by day and writer by night, is a direct descendant of the McCarthys and 
is proud to say she gets her blarney genetically. Currently hard at work on her first manuscript, 
a Scottish medieval, she hopes to be ready to pitch it at the next NJRW Conference.     
 

Blarney Castle, Ireland 
 

The Writin’ and the Wearin’ o’ the Green 

The following article first appeared in the March 2006 issue of The Heartline Herald, newsletter of 
the New Jersey Romance Writers (NJRW).  Permission to reprint is granted to sister RWA 
Chapters, with proper credit to author and chapter.  This article won The Heartline Herald's 
"Shamrock Challenge." 
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Maureen O’ Hara: 
Ultimate Kick-Butt Heroine 

by Laurie C. Kuna 

Since we celebrate St. Patrick’s Day in March, and thus 
thoughts often turn to all things Irish, instead of just 
reviewing the ultimate Irish romance, The Quiet Man, I 
thought I’d expound on the greatest Irish heroine of film and 
screen, Maureen O’Hara.  In over sixty films, she played great 
role models for all heroines, in all genres.  If this was fifty 
years ago, she’d be in the lead role of The Pirate Queen on 
Broadway right now, don’t you know. 

I often wonder how I came to appreciate her so much. Her 
amazing red hair and green eyes?  Probably not, because my 
first Mo O’ experience was at my aunt’s house in Michigan 
Center, watching a very small black-and-white television.  No 
way to tell hair and eye color. 

Because I could relate to her broad shoulders, sharing that 
same build and knowing I’d have been a high school 
linebacker if I’d been male?  Not really, although it’s far 
easier to relate to people with similar physical characteristics 
to your own. 

No, it had to be the boots. The leather, over-the-knee 
boots she wore in my Saturday Matinee-at-my-aunt’s 
experience, At Sword’s Point. Swashbuckler boots. Attitude 
boots. Boots that said, “Don’t bother saying women don’t use 
this kind of footwear. Because if you do, I’m going to draw my 
rapier and make you eat your words.” 

The won’t-quit attitude she displayed time and again, the 
self-assured, take charge, “I can do this” confidence of her 
characters, and the ability to wrap all of this around an 
innately female core, make her in my mind the greatest 
romantic heroine to ever grace the screen.  She doesn’t even 
make my Top 10 of greatest actresses, but we’re talking 
about characters here, not the women who portray them.  
And no one could pull off that romantic heroine, time and 
again, like Maureen O’Hara could. 

Her first movie, Kicking Around the Moon, was released in 
1938.  By the time she made her last feature film (1991's Only 
the Lonely) she’d starred with the likes of Jeff Chandler, 
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Errol Flynn, Paul Henreid, Brian Keith, 
Charles Laughton, Fred MacMurray, John Payne, Tyrone 
Power, Anthony Quinn, Jimmy Stewart and Cornel Wilde. 

But she’s best known for the screen chemistry she shared 
with the legendary John Wayne in such classics as Big Jake, 
McClintock! and The Quiet Man.   As Eileen Dreyer once 
pointed out to me when we discussed our mutual respect for 
Maureen O’Hara, she’s the only actress who could hold her 
own unequivocally on screen with the Duke. 

Laurie C. Kuna 
 

“I'm no woman to be honked at and 
come running.” 

Maureen O’Hara as Mary Kate 
in The Quiet Man, 1952 
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What makes her a true romantic heroine, in the current 
definition of the term, is that her characters are rarely 
victims and quite often counter gender stereotypes, not 
only of the times in which the movies were released but also 
sadly of the present. 

She plays a successful businesswoman and single mother 
(Miracle on 34th Street, 1947), a saloon owner (Comanche 
Territory, 1950; and The Redhead From Wyoming, 1953), 
the swashbuckling daughter of the Musketeer Athos (At 
Sword’s Point, 1952), pirate captain Spitfire Stevens 
(Against All Flags, 1952), and the title character in Lady 
Godiva (1955), where she proves her loyalty to her Saxon 
people by practicing horseback riding in the nude.   

The women she played in her many Westerns were 
survivors--tough, savvy, smart, independent and kind-
hearted underneath that hard surface.  Ditto for her 
characters in swashbucklers like The Black Swan (1942), The 
Spanish Main (1945), Sinbad the Sailor (1947), Tripoli (1950) 
and Flame of Araby (1951). 

And none of them sat around waiting for the handsome 
hero to come and rescue them.  If anything, they were in on 
the rescue with him. 

She did many of her own stunts–remember the “mud 
slide” in McLintock! and John Wayne’s dragging her across 
half of Ireland in The Quiet Man?  And, showing great 
athletic ability, excelled at hurling, which is the Irish 
equivalent of field hockey.  Also, she did her own sword 
work in such movies as At Sword’s Point. 

The dialogue in this movie exemplifies her trademark 
feistiness and raises her heroine status in my estimation.  
When the evil count’s men attack the children of the Three 
Musketeers, they naturally grab their swords and square off 
against their enemies.  The man Claire (Maureen’s 
character) has drawn against primly says, “I will not fight 
with a lady.”  To which she replies, “I am no lady when I 
fight,” and promptly kicks his butt.  And she does all this 
while managing to win the heart of Cornel Wilde, who plays 
D’Artagnon’s son.  Great stuff. 

The term role model is often overused, if not trivialized 
in today’s celebrity-obsessed America.  However, I think it’s 
appropriate when looking at Maureen O’Hara’s body of 
work.  In approximately sixty films spanning seven decades, 
she proved time and again that women are strong, 
intelligent, feisty, spectacular, and forces to be reckoned 
with.  What more could you ask for in a heroine? MMMMMMMMMMMM 

Laurie Kuna,. a.k.a Laurie Carroll, had a 
Romance Writers of America Golden Heart 
finalist with her very first novel, A War Of 
Hearts. She has been a member of the MMRWA 
since 1988, but has been writing practically since 
she could hold a pencil. A high school English 
teacher in West Michigan for twenty-one years, 
Laurie holds both a Bachelors degree in English 
and a Masters degree in telecommunications 
from Michigan State University. She speaks to 
writers' groups across the Midwest, often on her 
two favorite subjects--grammar and swearing, 
and has even spoken in New Zeeland on 
American English. Laurie is the primary line 
editor for ImaJinn Books and lists photography 
and travel as some of her hobbies. Her most 
recent titles, both from ImaJinn Books and both 
written as Laurie C. Kuna are: Some Practical 
Magic (2004) and That Old Black Magic (2005). 

O’Hara with a young Natalie 
Wood in Miracle on 34t Street. 
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And soon will come the sharin’ o’ the green—like it or not! 

Diane O'Brien Kelly, lawyer and CPA, made taxes way more interesting 
than I ever thought possible, and that was quite a feat. 

Diane began by asking if we take deductions for writing. As serious 
writers, we should even if we've never sold a word that we've written. For 
instance, we could have taken forty cents a mile when driving to and from 
the meeting. The worst that can happen is the IRS will send you a note 
telling you what you've done wrong. 

The most interesting part of her talk was about the Hobby Loss rule, the 
most misunderstood rule out there. [Editor’s Note: the Hobby/Loss rule 
was created to prevent taxpayers from claiming a hobby as a business or 
second business so they could write off their expenses as business losses on 
their tax forms.] Some people think if they enjoy an activity, it's a hobby 
not a business. The truth is, you can still deduct it, even if you enjoy it. 
The IRS knows everyone can't hate what he or she does for a living. 

Here's how you tell: Are you trying to make a profit? Are you conducting 
your writing as a business? Here are 9 ways to make that determination. 

1- Do you operate in a "business-like" manner? (Record keeping, 
submissions, etc.) 

2- Do the time and effort you put into your writing indicate intent to 
make money? (Of course!) 

3- Do you depend on the income from your writing for your livelihood? 
(The answer doesn't have to be yes---we all hope to someday.) 

4- Are your losses due to circumstances beyond your control or are losses 
normal during the start-up phase of a writing career? (Absolutely!) 

5- Do you change your methods of operation in an attempt to improve 
profitability? (That's why we keep writing new stories and new genres, going 
to chapter meetings and conferences.) 

6- Do you have the knowledge needed to carry on a successful writing 
business? (Also why we go to RWI [MMRWA] meetings and conferences.) 

7- Were you successful in making a profit in similar activities in the past? 
(The answer to this doesn't have to be yes.) 

8- Does your writing make a profit in some years, and how much profit 
does it make? (The answer to this doesn't . . . ) 

9- Do you expect to make a future profit from the appreciation of the 
assets used in the activity? (YES! YES! YES!) 

The Hobby/Loss rule is almost myth. It's too wishy-washy to rely on. It is 
up to you to prove you are a business. Remember the rule doesn't say you're 
not a business if you don't show a profit. 

The best way to do that is to be organized in your record keeping. Keep 
receipts, business cards on which you've noted pertinent information, 
submission/rejection information and contest entries in order to get your 
work in front of an editor or agent some place that's easy to find. 

Everything You Never Wanted 

To Know About Taxes 
 

by Susan Shay 
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Deductible expenses: 
Depreciation---way too complicated for me to understand, much less 

explain, but the first year it's 20%, year two is 32%, year three is 19.2%, 
year four 11.52%, year five is 11.52% and year six is 5.76%. 

Meals/entertainment---only 50% deductible. 
Travel-50% limit on meals. Travel deducted for research purposes is a 

red flag to the IRS. 
Other expenses---paper, ink cartridges, postage, envelopes, internet 

services, books, magazine subscriptions, dues to RWA and other groups, 
highlighters, conference fees, contest fees, website expenses, tax 
preparation software, tax prep fees. Be sure to pro-rate expenses that 
are both personal and business. 

Non-deductible expenses: 
First phone line into home. 
Raffle tickets. 
Business gifts in excess of $25 per recipient per year. 
Health insurance coverage through another employer. 
If you haven't taken the deductions, you can go back up to three years 

after tax was due and two years after tax was paid.  
Diane gave us copies of tax forms we'd need in order to take these 

deductions. They were the 1040; schedule C, schedule SE, form 4562 and 
form 8829. She then went into detail about lines to fill in and how to 
figure the amounts to put there. 

Suggestions Diane made: 
Keep tax records at least three tax years back. The statute of 

limitations is generally 3 years, but is 6 years in cases where a taxpayer 
has underreported income by 25% or more. There is no statute of 
limitations if a taxpayer fails to file a return or files a fraudulent return. 

Keep receipts relating to items that you depreciate until three tax 
years after item is fully depreciated. 

Generally, you must have documentary evidence (receipts, canceled 
checks, bank statements, loan statements or bills) to support your 
deductions. Keep your receipts or the IRS may deny your expenses. On 
receipts for meals and entertainment, write the names of those who 
attended the meal or event with you. 

Keep a detailed mileage log. Keep documentation to prove you drove 
to the place you claim to have gone, if possible (i.e. handouts from 
conferences, gas receipts to show where you bought gas on trips even if 
standard mileage rate is used.) 

For home office deductions, keep copies of utility bills, mortgage 
statements, insurance, property taxes, etc. 

For me now, taxes are much less scary, thanks to the Blarney Babe, 
CPA and lawyer. MMMMMMMMMMMM 

Susan Shay sits on the board of Romance Writers Ink of Tulsa, OK, and can be found waving her 
winning contest entry "Gypsy" over her head.  She says it makes her back feel better.  A long time 
PRO, Susan's critique partners are sure that this one will be the manuscript for which she gets "The 
Call." Article reprinted with permission. 
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Women who changed the world: 

Fifty inspirational women who shaped history 
Smith-Davies Publishing Ltd., London, 2006 

March is designated Women in History Month, a time to reflect  on 
and honor the often-overlooked contributions women have made to 
our nation and to the world.  

Don’t judge this book by its cover. Yes, it’s a coffee table book, but 
it isn’t a book about the famous and the infamous. The 50 women in 
this book are as diverse as they are accomplished. 

 In the introduction, the publisher acknowledges that selecting only 
fifty women was a challenge. I didn’t agree with all their choices, and 
I believe there were important omissions. The women chosen excelled 
in several major fields, such as politics, literature, art, science, music, 
social reform, entertainment, sports and adventure.  Many were 
pioneers who broke traditional barriers, and some of those pioneers 
were writers: Hildegard von Bingen, Mary Wollstonecraft, Jane Austen, 
Harriet Beecher Stowe, Emily Murphy, Virginia Woolf, Simone de 
Beauvoir, Betty Friedan, Anne Frank and Germaine Greer. 

I knew quite a bit about many of the influential women in this 
book—the ones I expected to find within the book’s pages.  There were 
women whose names were familiar, but of whom I knew very little, 
and a few I read about for the first time. I believe my overall favorite 
is Boudicca, the first century kick-butt warrior queen of the Celtic 
Iceni tribe. 

The book ranges in subject from Cleopatra VII, the last Ptolemaic 
ruler of Egypt, to Ellen MacArthur, the yachtswoman who holds the 
world record for the fastest solo circumnavigation of the globe.  The 
biographies of the fifty women are brief; four pages are devoted to 
each and include a timeline of the major events in their lives and 
careers, making it a book that is convenient to read in installments 
when one has the time. It also gives “a taste” of what each woman’s 
life was like, so you can decide if you want to learn more. 

I received this book as a Christmas gift from a thoughtful friend 
(female, of course), and I appreciated being reacquainted with women 
I admire and being introduced to some special women whose 
impressive accomplishments helped to make our country and our world 
a better place for everyone, and especially for women. MMMMMMMMMMMM  

Reviewed by Lana Miersen 

Jane Austen 
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Meeting Directions Submission Guidelines 
 

—THE LAST WORD— 
Topics: writing-related—business/marketing, craft, 
how-to, interviews with industry professionals, book 
reviews, member news, member bios, members’ latest 
releases, and program recaps, etc. 
Manuscripts: single-spaced, readable 12 pt. black font, 
no special formatting or colors, one-inch margins, 
saved in rich text format. 
Deadline: the 3rd Saturday of the month, unless 
otherwise stated.  

Policy 

The Mid-Michigan Mirror’s policy is to offer our 
original MMRWA articles to other RWA® chapters 
and loops to use with all credits given unless the 
author specifies restrictions in the article. The 
Mirror  staff reserves the right to edit submissions 
for such things as spelling or typographical errors, 
punctuation, grammar, size requirements, etc., and 
content with author’s approval. 
RWA® sister chapters may reprint any information 
in this newsletter providing credit is given to 
MMRWA, The Mid-Michigan Mirror, and the 
article’s author. Non-RWA® groups must secure 
permission from the author.  
The opinions expressed in this newsletter are not 
necessarily those of RWA®, or of the MMRWA 
and its individual members. Market information 
contained herein does not constitute an endorsement 
by RWA® or MMRWA. Readers are urged to 
determine for themselves the reliability and 
integrity of those with whom they deal.  Writers are 
encouraged to check market report accuracy 
through the RWA® Hotline, (281) 440-6885, press 
8. 
Mid-Michigan RWA is a not-for-profit professional 
writers’ organization incorporated in the State of 
Michigan. The business meeting minutes, 
treasurer’s reports, and other legal documents of the 
corporation are published online in the files section 
of the restricted, members-only 
MMRWABUSINESS list. 
The Mid-Michigan Mirror is a publication of Mid-
Michigan Chapter # 12 of Romance Writers of 
America®. Copyright © 2007 by the Mid-Michigan 
Romance Writers of America.  All rights reserved, 
unless otherwise stated. 

Chapter Information 

Non-members seeking information about Mid-
Michigan RWA, our meetings, and joining our 
chapter, may email our membership chair at 
members@midmichiganrwa.org, write to 
MMRWA, P.O. Box 2725, Kalamazoo, MI 49003-
2725, or visit our chapter online at 
www.midmichiganrwa.org to learn all about us. 

Computer Woes 
 
By Lana Miersen 

After doing battle for the past week with an ailing 
notebook PC to put the March issue together, I believe the 
“50 women who changed the world” were able to do so 
because they didn’t have to rely on cranky computers to get 
things done. 

I’m hanging in there just long enough to put this issue to 
bed. (I wish I could do the same for myself—I pulled two all-
nighters to get this issue done and online before my HP turns 
into an expensive paperweight.) I estimate it has taken me 
about five times as long as it should have to compose this 
issue.  I lost count of how many times MS Word stopped 
responding and hung, how many times it scrambled my 
formatting, and how many times it switched pages while I 
was in the middle of writing a sentence. I finally found a way 
today (March 16th) to outsmart this contraption. 

I’ve had problems with this HP almost from the beginning.  
It’s only seven months old, and one thing has gone wrong 
after another.  I’ve come so-oo-oo close to taking this hunk 
of junk and throwing it in the lake the way Kathleen Turner 
threw her typewriter in the ocean in The Jewel of the Nile. 
As luck would have it, Scenic Lake is still frozen over. 

I was told by the techs at CompUSA that this HP of mine 
will have to be shipped back to the manufacturer for repair—
a system board problem, they said. It will take at least two 
weeks, perhaps longer.  Oh, joy.  I’ll have to back up my data 
and then wipe the hard drive to protect my manuscripts and 
financial files from prying eyes and sticky fingers. Won’t that 
be fun? 

Fortunately, I didn’t dispose of my six-year-old Dell 
desktop, which still works perfectly, by the way. This whole 
scenario puts me in mind of the original Herbie movie, The 
Love Bug. His owner wanted a faster, sexier, sportier car and 
traded him away. I wanted a newer, sleeker, loaded wireless 
notebook that I could take on the road.  Instead, I got taken 
for a ride and a bunch of bucks. Thank goodness I didn’t give 
away my cyber Herbie. I just hope it will forgive me and take 
me back. I still have several more issues of the Mirror to get 
out this year! MMMMMMMMMMMM 
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January:  No meeting. 
February 17:  Elks Lodge in Grand Rapids; Grand Rapids 

Police Lt. Mark Ostapowicz will speak about his 
experiences in the Grand Rapids Police Department. 

March 17:  Brewster’s Kalamazoo; Nancy Gideon compares 
“The Tortoise and the Hare approach to your writing.”   

April 20-22: St. Ives Resort, Stanwood, Retreat From Harsh 
Reality; Julie Kistler, guest author. 

May 19: Jackson, tentatively scheduled at Daryl's Downtown.  
Gail Gaymer Martin speaks on “How to Write an 
Inspirational Romance and Get a How-to Book Published 
with Writer's Digest.” 

June 16: La Senorita, Lansing; Jodi Lozon-Copeland discusses 
the erotica market. 

2007 MMRWA Meeting Schedule 
 

MMRWA holds monthly meetings on a rotating basis in the areas of Grand Rapids, Jackson, Kalamazoo, and Lansing.  The Saturday 
luncheon meetings are held from 11:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in local restaurants and are open to the public.  Meetings begin with lunch 
(optional) and the programs start at approximately 1:30 p.m.  There is no charge for the meeting and program; luncheon charges are 
the responsibility of the individual attendees. 
 

July: No meeting. 
August 18: Grand Rapids; tentative location, Famous Dave's 

new location on Northland Drive; tentative speaker, an 
assistant prosecutor for the City of Grand Rapids. 

September 15: Brewster’s, Kalamazoo; Jennifer Greene 
discusses “Trends: How to Balance an Author's Creative 
Needs and Still Address What it Takes to be Commercial.” 

October 20: Tentative—Jackson Library, multi-author panel 
discussion. 

November 17:  La Senorita, Lansing; Maris Soule on writing 
mystery and romance. 

December: Grand Rapids -- either Famous Dave's or Elks -- 
Christmas Party. 

 

Mission Statement:  The purpose of the Mid-Michigan Chapter of Romance Writers of America® is to promote excellence in romantic 
fiction, to help writers publish and establish careers, and to provide continuing support for writers within the romance publishing industry. 
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KALAMAZOO MI 
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